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From Bad Joke to Perfect Rendition? Ethical Questions in Literary Translation 

This paper is a theoretical discussion of literary translation, as seen through one particular controversial case. You may find, as I did, that it’s a story of blatant travesty and subtle distortion.





Shortly afterwards, a decision was made to publish an English version. Its two British translators, working together, had no particular reason to think that young Kundera would later become famous. They may well have thought: “Here’s another weird novel from Eastern Europe”. They soon observed that Kundera’s narrative lacked normal chronological order, which they found misleading. Also, they perceived that some passages were abstruse, notably the sections about Moravian folk music. 

Now we cannot blame them for these perceptions. Nor can we blame them for their incomplete understanding of the novelist’s intentions and of the Soviet-bloc context (indeed a confusing world).  But we can blame them for the decisions they made in 1969 on the basis of these perceptions. Instead of deciding not to translate and publish, they decided to make numerous alterations — to omit some passages, and even to alter the order of some chapters. These choices went far beyond the normal interventions that good translators have commonly made, at least in the last 100 years. 

When Kundera saw the English version, he was outraged, and he expressed his reaction thus in a letter to the Times Literary Supplement:						
The publisher (Macdonald) has merely considered my text as a free basis for bizarre inventions of manipulators.  Individual chapters have been shortened, rewritten, simplified, some of them omitted.  Their order of sequence has been changed.  The whole text has been cut up into pieces and put together in a daring “montage” so as to form a completely different book. (TLS 30/10/69)

I choose this example as an extreme case of something that more often happens in a milder form: unforced changes made by translators. This is interesting also as a case where the original author reacted articulately. I hope people can tell me of other such cases.
(My phrase ‘unforced changes’ does not include normal tweaking of  word-order, or the standard procedures which good translators use, such as transposition and modulation). Did the two translators have a right to make such changes?  If the author had consented, certainly. But they didn’t even consult him.​[1]​

Kundera was the wrong man to meddle with! They can’t have known of his rage at what he called the “mutilation of works of art” common in the Stalinist period. They can’t have known that when the communist censors in Prague had urged him to make changes in the original edition of Žert, he had refused to alter a single word. In later years he would actually refuse all interviews except written ones, to ensure he would not be misquoted. You may think that his words “a completely different book” manifest an extreme and untenable view of what constitutes sameness … or you may see them as justified angry hyperbole.

The anger is understandable. And the case prompts us to wonder where those translators were coming from? Somehow they — and the British publisher who connived at these decisions — held the general belief that they were entitled to make unforced changes.​[2]​ 


Acting on that belief, they considered themselves free to reorder the chapters, and to remove some of the material they considered abstruse, that is to commit what our NZSTI Code of Ethics calls “omission and distortion”.

One possible reason is that they were influenced by the freer translation approach that reigned in Britain in former centuries, as seen in (say) Pope’s Virgil or Fitzgerald’s Omar Khayyam. But generally by 1969 this had been replaced by a relatively faithful approach, at least with serious novels and essays.  Another possible reason is that they were contaminated by the free adaptation approach which still reigns in various other artistic fields, the notion that it’s more creative and commendable to take liberties. Perhaps they imagined they were more like jazz musicians than classical musicians — since jazz musicians have a license to play around with existing pieces, whereas classical musicians try to interpret them faithfully. ​[3]​

With literary translating, which is the appropriate approach?  I will argue that the translators of Kundera were wrong, both legally and morally. Similarly, it would be wrong for a musician to approach (say) a song by Schubert or Schumann as if it were a song by Cole Porter or Joni Mitchell.

Before focusing on the key issues, let me dismiss a few red herrings:
1.	The fact that Czech is a minor European language, which few British readers could understand, is beside the point. It certainly doesn’t justify taking liberties that you wouldn’t take with German. If anything it made good translating more important.
2.	The possibility that it was a nasty sexist novel by an arrogant writer was beside the point too. Kundera later noted the parallel between his novel being violated and one of its characters being raped (1992, p.ix). In any case, bad people can own copyrights. 
3.	The possibility that the translators’ understanding of the novel was defective, that they didn’t really see what the novelist was up to, is also a red herring. Even if they did understand the novel perfectly, even if they improved it by rearranging it, they still had no right to do so. The crucial point is Kundera’s rights to his own work.​[4]​ 
4.	We’re talking about 1968, you may say, a time when it was impossible to email Kundera in Prague, and doubtless difficult to phone. But that too is beside the point. Either the author had a right to be consulted or he didn’t. Some authors, admittedly, consider that their books once published no longer interest them. But translators have no right to assume an author holds such a view. Milan Kundera certainly didn’t: he was building a career, and doubtless already hoping to emigrate to the West.  He believed — correctly — that his income and international reputation could be affected by translations of his work.

It is possible, you may say, that the 1969 translation simplified the novel in a positive way, making it more reader-friendly. Obviously the translators thought so, and some readers found their version readable. But the original Czech version was accepted by its readers. And later readers of English coped well with an unsimplified translation. But that too is beside the point! It was not the translators’ role to simplify its structure, it was not their true role to judge it… let alone to embody their personal judgement within their actual version of Kundera’s chapters. Their own judgemental opinions should have been absent from their translating assignment.​[5]​

5.	A fifth red herring, I think, is the issue of marketability. 
Kundera himself, commented on this (TLS 30/10/69): “I do not doubt that the English publisher has broken up my book in good faith that this would improve the sales… [without caring] … whether I approved the changes or not.”  Kundera never actually disputed their perception of marketability. He chose first to assert that the changes weren’t being made for his benefit. And then he chose to reduce its marketability — his letter to the TLS emphatically tells English readers not to buy it.. “if you are interested in books by writers”!

What are the legal questions?

There is certainly a legal question here: the work was not in the public domain, it was the intellectual property of a living author, so there were probably breaches of copyright. These were not tested in court, however — the publisher issued a corrected version in 1970, in a small print-run, doubtless to avoid a court-case.  After all, permission to make and publish a literary translation did not imply permission to rearrange and condense.

Let’s contrast this with adaptation rights for a screen version of a novel. Major changes are legally possible, and source-texts are often treated very freely, unless the author writes restrictive clauses into the contract (as did, say, J.K.Rowling of Harry Potter fame). Film adaptations often do condense and rearrange, sometimes more than they should. But of course a film is signed primarily by its director — unlike a translation which is viewed as the author’s work. The 1969 film of Žert (in Czech) is referred to as a film by Jaromil Jireš.​[6]​ Am I saying that literary translators should never condense? Indeed! Not without permission. Not even if that improves the work! ​[7]​

What are the ethical questions?

In any case, law does not have the only word to say, not ever. There are always ethical considerations surrounding artistic and creative works. Novels are devised by living human beings, and come into being carrying a charge of human emotion and intention, what a Maori might call wairua. For this reason, they belong to the individual(s) who write them. The Joke is a piece of creative writing, a serious novel with an individual style — indeed this novel has more than one style. Whether you deem it a brilliant work or a bad joke, nobody has ever doubted that it belongs to the category of ‘literary texts’. The author explicitly accused his British publisher of “contempt for art.”

A novelist like Kundera, as a later commentator put it, “remains a key participant in any action that involves a text which still bears his name, and as such is entitled to be treated with dignity and respect: his consent should have been sought for such a major form of intervention.” ​[8]​  At one point Kundera himself angrily likened manipulations of his works to home-invasion: “This is my house not yours!”​[9]​

There is a clear distinction to be made here.  A person who buys an object, say a machine, may modify it without breaching any obligation to the maker, and a cook who consults a recipe book is free to depart from the chef’s written instructions.  But a person who wants to recycle other people’s novels through translating or adapting does have some kind of ethical duty towards them, even if they are deceased. This does not mean treating originals as sacred; it does mean viewing the task in personal terms as a human interchange. ​[10]​ For a professional translator, it also means adhering to professional ethics. According to the NZSTI Code of Ethics: “Interpreters and translators do not alter, make additions to, or omit anything from the content and intent of the source message.”

Now here’s a different point, ethical and perhaps legal too. It concerns the rights of readers: a publishing house, like any producer of goods, has a duty to sell its customers the genuine “true-to-label” product: the integral item that it claimed to offer, not an inferior replica marred by unnecessary changes. All marketers have an obligation to provide correct consumer information and right labelling. I grant that false advertising is common, yet it is unethical and sometimes actionable. We know that it is illegal to market a forgery as an “oil-painting by Picasso’”, or a wine from New Zealand as champagne appellation contrôlée; similarly, it would be unethical to advertise the film of My Fair Lady as ‘Shaw’s comedy Pygmalion’, however fine an adaptation it is. Wrong labels maltreat customers. 

In the same way, those who publish adaptations of literary works are not morally justified in calling them translations, and are inflicting falsehoods on the audience. That was what happened with the first English version of The Joke. Its cover said it was a book by Kundera.  But was it?  It certainly contained unnecessary, unnotified changes, made indisputably “by manipulators”.  

Consider this: the first translators prevented the readers from experiencing the book in the novelist’s chosen order; and prevented them from judging for themselves whether the sections about Moravian folk-music were impossibly abstruse. As though obscurity were obscenity and needed to be censored out!  So they wronged the readers, not just the author. And although the publisher was the one paying them, they also had obligations to the end-users who would buy and read the book.

If you know of any case where buyers of falsely-labelled books have invoked consumer protection laws and taken the matter to court, please tell me! After all, if a producer of art-prints (say) sold reproductions of Chagall with the lovers lying on the grass not in the sky, the buyers would have grounds to object!​[11]​  





As I said, a second English version of The Joke appeared in 1970 which revised the first one and remedied the main defects. In the following years Kundera commented on some other translations, blaming a French translator for adding clichés to some of his passages and a Spanish translator for omitting some erotic sections.

Now fast forward over a decade. Michael Heim, an American scholar whom Kundera respected, made another translation, which appeared in 1982.  When the author read it, he took exception to it too — but in a much more subtle way. He found that it contained “a great many faithful renderings and good formulations” (1992, p.x), with no rearrangements or obvious omissions. So he did not view it as a personal insult like the 1969 one. But without being angry, he was deeply saddened by it. He saw it as, among other things, a fine opportunity missed.

This new episode plunges us into a major debate that was then raging in the field called translation studies. And this time you may be less likely to side with the novelist. Here is Kundera’s comment on reading Heim’s translation:  
I had the increasingly strong impression that what I read was not my text: often the words were remote from what I had written; the syntax differed too; there was inaccuracy in all the reflective passages; irony had been transformed into satire; unusual turns of phrase had been obliterated; the distinctive voices of the character-narrators had been altered to the extent of altering their personalities (thus Ludvik, that thoughtful, melancholy intellectual, became vulgar and cynical). ​[13]​
I’ll return soon to those specific gripes.  Kundera concluded that Heim had “in good conscience produced the kind of translation that one might call translation-adaptation (adaptation to the taste of the time and of the country for which it is intended, to the taste, in the final analysis, of the translator).  Is this the current, normal practice? It’s possible.  But unacceptable. Unacceptable to me.”

Yes, indeed, that was normal practice in the USA. The focus of translating had generally been moving away from literature. Translators of informative texts were going for reader-friendly options, as they probably should, and literary translators were doing so too – they were engaging in a kind of “blandspeak”. Writing about the same time, Lawrence Venuti repeatedly said that was how translations were being done, notably of Italian novels. Venuti has been the most outspoken voice deploring the way editors and publishers favour “the current dominant idiom”.  He calls it domestication and he deems it unacceptable in literary translating. Instead he advocates “foreignizing”, a kind of translating which tries to move the reader towards to source text, which registers the linguistic and cultural difference of a foreign literary text, and which allows it to challenge the norms and expectations of the target-language culture.​[14]​ 

This is an approach recommended by others. Consider this extreme view from the Norwegian translator Anna-Lise Amadou, writing in 1992:
	A translated text by Proust, Joyce or Simon is not a text that should look as though it could have been written by a Norwegian author. It is a text that displays the Norwegian language after it has been exposed to a drastic encounter with a foreign language.​[15]​
It’s actually an old debate. As early as 1813, Friedrich Schleiermacher raised objections to the domesticating or naturalising method of translation, which he called Verdeutschen. ​[16]​

The problem is compounded, I believe, every time a book reviewer or critic reviews a translated work without reading the original, and yet dares to pass judgement on the translator’s achievement. Unless you read Proust’s French you can’t know whether a translator has given you Proust or not!​[17]​

But Kundera’s position seems even more extreme. For example he called the 1982 version a “translation-adaptation”, even though it lacks omissions and additions and the other unforced changes that are normal features of an adaptation. To many, the word adaptation indicates that “considerable changes have been made in order to make the text more suitable for a specific audience”.​[18]​ 

I think three arguments could be advanced in defence of Heim’s translation. One might object firstly that it was done conscientiously.  Actually Kundera wouldn’t dispute that. But he says:  “I was all the more unhappy because I did not believe that it was a matter of incompetence on the translator’s part, or of carelessness or ill will”. It was a conscious or unconscious strategy. Secondly one might object that Kundera holds a false notion of a “perfect translation”, judging a translator’s work by reference to an ideal. Indeed, some allegations one hears of “bad translating” are unfair, unrealistic, too perfectionist. Could we suggest that in practice no translation could possibly satisfy this particular grumpy author? (No, we could not, as I will show presently.)  Thirdly, one might object also that Kundera overstates his case. He seems to be asking for minimal changes in syntax and punctuation. He seems to expect all his unusual turns of phrase to be replicated. That doesn’t convince me.  He expresses surprise that some words are remote from the original Czech – a surprise which I find surprising. 

Let me make five general points here, inspired by Kundera’s little gripes. 
1. English is indeed sometimes remote from Czech, and translators need not try to conceal the fact.
2. On the matter of syntax, where the ST uses normal syntax, the translators ought to use the normal syntax of the TL not the SL. If the ST uses syntax that’s unusual, however, the literary translator should try to replicate that. That holds for punctuation too. 
3. As for irony, this feature of language is always elusive, because it requires inference. Irony lies not in words but in tone and intention. The translator, who first needs to be a good reader, must try to assess the exact tone of the ST sentences, and then to create a TL sentence that is likely to be read in the same way. Not easy.
4. As for unusual turns of phrase, these are often hard to replicate, because the TL will often not have a phrase with the same turn or the same degree of deviance. I don’t blame translators for playing safe here.
5. As for characters’ voices, they do indeed sound different in another language.  How they will emerge in the TL will depend on hundreds of tiny decisions. Now making good decisions of detail requires constant attention; but translators should also have an understanding of the character as a whole.  Without that, they may end up distorting things in a systematic way, for example by altering the register. If a character’s lines often come out more formal in the TT, or more vulgar, then their personalities will come across differently. This certainly matters in The Joke, where the styles and characters of the first two narrators needed to remain clearly differentiated, not ironed out by blandspeak.
	
Was Kundera too hard on Heim’s version? Were his criteria too demanding? Well, there exists a 1992 version of The Joke which does meet his criteria. We know this, because he himself had gone through it sentence by sentence making careful revisions, assisted by Aaron Asher.  We may presume that they retained many differences in syntax, increased the number of unusual English phrases, and tweaked the characters’ voices to achieve what the author perceived to be a better match with the original. He calls it “the definitive version” in English. I applaud their hard work on this. This revision achieves something that no amount of posturing could have achieved — it clinches Kundera’s arguments against all previous translators by providing practical refutations. That’s the best way possible of exposing a bad translation, perhaps the only way.

Kundera might even call it a “perfect rendition”; he certainly thinks it would be very hard to improve on. And that, I suggest, is a reasonable litmus test for all good translating. 

I have a final objection, however: There is no perfect judge!  Even the multilingual Kundera (now a citizen of France) was not an authoritative judge of the English-version novel, its tones, its phrasing, or the personalities that a reader might meet in its pages. He is the authority on his own intentions, but not an authority on how well he actually realised them — either in this collaborative translation of 1992, or even in his original text, which was surely open to some satirical and political readings. Maybe his protagonist Ludvik was meant to be non-cynical, even in his seduction of Helena (!), but readers are still entitled to perceive cynicism in the character and even in the author. The fact that authors may intend to be (say) ironic, or amusing or inoffensive doesn’t mean that they’ll convey these intentions successfully to the readers, since some phrases might legitimately be read in ways they did not consciously mean. In the case of Žert, all competent readers of Czech are entitled to their various opinions about the content, if not the intent, of this written text.








^1	  Translators of other works by Kundera had already added or omitted passages. There was even of a stage-play where the ending was (in his irate view)  “completely altered”. 
^2	  Palma Zlateva cites a similar case where Bulgarian translators changed the structure of a story by Alejo Carpentier. In S. Bassnett & A. Lefevere (eds) Translation, History and Culture, 1990, p 30.
^3	  To me those represent two general paradigms. When pre-existing works are handled by later hands, the modest approach is to rework them respectfully, as do (say) restorers of old paintings, or cooks carefully following the recipe of a great chef.  The arrogant approach is to change and innovate — and this paradigm dominates the work of (say) opera librettists, many theatre directors and most of those who adapt novels for film or television. The story is told in a different way, they declare, “but that’s OK, it’s the same story.”
^4	  Piotr Kuhiwczak, whose fine article about The Joke I have used, spends time arguing about that point and expounding his view of what the author really was thinking. He insists that the changes did not improve the novel. His article is in S. Bassnett & A. Lefevere (eds) Translation, History and Culture, 1990. But unlike him, I’m not interested in the novel’s meaning, only the issues it raises.
^5	  It would have been fair, however, for them to air some opinions in an essay, or even to include a preface clarifying the chronology and suggesting that readers may choose to skip a few pages — a preface signed by them not by the author.
^6	  Banned soon afterwards by the pro-Soviet regime, it is probably a close adaptation of Kundera’s novel. 
^7	  Kundera would extend that to novels out of copyright.  In Testament Betrayed (1995) he commented on a translator who had abridged a novel by Stendhal, saying: “If there were still a form of mind that respects the author, people would say ‘Wouldn’t Stendhal be angry.’”
^8	  Mona Baker In Other Words, 2011 edition (Routledge), p.283.
^9	  Quoted by M. Margala in Transcultural 1/3 (2010), p30.
^10	  “Un dialogue interpersonnel” is the term used several times by Antoine Berman while discussing literary translating (Pour une critique des traductions, Paris: Gallimard, 1995). 
^11	  Despite reading the book 40 years later in a distant country, I could have coped with more pages about Moravian rhythms and harmonies.
^12	  Preface to The Joke, 1992 edition (NY, HarperCollins 1992). He still lodged objections to their punctuation, and their habit of chopping long sentences into shorter ones.
^13	  Preface to The Joke, NY HarperCollins 1992. 
^14	  Lawrence Venuti, The Translator’s Invisibility. NY: Routledge 1995 & 2008.
^15	  Cited by Per Qvale, From St Jerome to Hypertext (Manchester: St Jerome, 1998) p.136.
^16	  In 1917 Rudolf Pannwitz urged translators to permit their language “to be powerfully affected by the foreign tongue,” and in 1937 Ortega y Gasset deplored the shyness of those who “place the translated author in the prison of normal expression.” Quoted in Venuti, L. Translation Studies Reader, London: Routledge, 2000, pp.22 & 50.
^17	  Assessing a literary translation is no simple matter. Here is a good formulation by Palma Zlateva: “the criteria for judging adequacy of language use in translation are much more complex than those by which we evaluate the use of language in an original work of literature.  The language of a [literary] translation is good when, and only when, the translator has managed adequately to render the original’s overall content, both aesthetic and conceptual.” In S. Bassnett & A. Lefevere Translation, History and Culture, 1990, p34.
^18	  Shuttleworth, M and M. Cowie, (1997) Dictionary of Translation Studies, Manchester: St Jerome, p3.
^19	  Nord, Christiane, Translating as a Purposeful Activity, Manchester, St Jerome, 1997, p89.
